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Purpose:
The purpose of this research is to examine the influences for the GPT in the blood and GOT concentration by the Yojyo Hen Shi Ko which was orally given to the various types of the patients of the liver diseases such as viral hepatitis type B and C, and cirrhosis, fatty liver, drug induced hepatitis and liver cancer etc.

Method:
The Yojyo Hen Shi Ko was orally given to the various types of the patients of the liver diseases under the doctor's control.

Result:
The levels of the GPT in the blood and GOT of the patients have remarkably decreased after 10 days of taking of the Yojyo Hen Shi Ko.

Conclusion:
From above results, it is observed that the health foods, Yojyo Hen Shi Ko, can reduce the level of the increased GPT in the blood and GOT of the patients of the liver diseases.
Although its scientific mechanisms are not determined, any side effects were not observed during the test period.